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ABSTRACT
Gorenstein formats present the equations of regular canonical, Calabi–Yau and Fano vari-
eties embedded by subcanonical divisors. We present a new algorithm for the enumeration
of these formats based on orbifold Riemann–Roch and knapsack packing-type algorithms.
We apply this to extend the known lists of threefolds of general type beyond the well-
known classes of complete intersections and also to find classes of Calabi–Yau threefolds
with canonical singularities.
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1. Introduction
General smooth K3 surfaces of genus 5 embed as com-
plete intersections of three quadrics S2;2;2  P5 in codi-
mension 3. Altınok [Altınok 05] discovered 69 others
families of K3 surfaces that also embed as projectively
Gorenstein varieties in codimension 3 in weighted pro-
jective spaces, S  Pða0; :::; a5Þ for various weights 1 
a0      a5: These are non-complete intersections,
each defined by five equations that arise as the Pfaffians
of skew 5 5 matrices. Corti and Reid [Corti and Reid
02] and Grojnowski develop a general theoretical frame-
work of weighted Grassmannians encompassing these
cases: the equations arise as regular pullbacks from vari-
ous weighted Grassmannians wGrð2; 5Þ  wP9; each of
which describes a kind of systematic structure, or
“format,” for the equations of a variety (see Definition
3.1; also Stevens [Stevens 03, Section 12]). This paper
applies knapsack packing-type algorithms to enumerate
new varieties embedded in various formats.
While this paper focuses on constructing threefolds,
the methods apply without change to construct polar-
ized d-dimensional orbifolds X, A with canonical class
KX ¼ kA, for any integer k, that have zero-dimen-
sional orbifold locus; such a polarizing divisor A is
termed subcanonical. The orbifold restriction is
imposed only because we do not know the contribu-
tion to orbifold Riemann–Roch of higher dimensional
orbifold strata; but see Zhou [Zhou 11] and Selig
[Selig 15] for progress. Computer code that can make
such searches systematically, written for the computa-
tional algebra system [Bosma et al. 97], is available
for download in [Brown and Kasprzyk].
1.1. The equations of canonical threefolds
This paper focuses on threefolds, that is, complex
three-dimensional projective varieties with Q-factorial
canonical singularities. A canonical threefold is one
that has ample canonical class. For example, a nonsin-
gular sextic hypersurface X6  P4 is a canonical three-
fold, with canonical ring RðX;KXÞ (see Section 2)
isomorphic to its homogeneous coordinate ring. The
canonical ring is rarely generated in degree one: the
double cover of P3 branched in a nonsingular surface
of degree ten is a hypersurface X10  Pð1; 1; 1; 1; 5Þ
whose canonical ring is again its homogeneous coord-
inate ring, in this case generated in degrees
1; 1; 1; 1; 5: Iano-Fletcher [Iano-Fletcher 00, Table 3]
lists 23 families of such weighted canonical hypersur-
faces, the most exotic being X46  Pð4; 5; 6; 7; 23Þ:
Iano-Fletcher [Iano-Fletcher 00, Section 16.7] also
lists 59 families of canonical threefolds Xd1;d2 
Pða0; :::; a5Þ in codimension 2. His method is to work
systematically through all possible ai, up to
P
ai 
100; and d1, d2 satisfying d1 þ d2 ¼ 1þ
P
ai: Since
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the results all have relatively small ai (the biggest,
X12;28  Pð3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 14Þ; has
P
ai ¼ 39) he conjec-
tures [Iano-Fletcher 00, Section 18.19] that the lists
are the complete classification; this is proved by
Chen–Chen–Chen [Chen et al. 11, Theorem 7.4], clas-
sifying all (general) canonical threefold complete
intersections.
After formidable calculation, Corti–Reid [Corti and
Reid 02] discovered a canonical threefold defined
similarly by five equations in wGrð2; 5Þ format. Our
first result extends this to 18 cases, treating the
Corti–Reid framework as a format for the equations
of a variety.
Theorem 1.1. There are 18 deformation families of
canonical threefolds whose general member embeds plu-
ricanonically as a codimension three subvariety X 
Pða0; :::; a6Þ with equations in weighted Grassmannian
Grð2; 5Þ format for which P ai  70. These 18 families
are described in Table 3.
This result extends the classification of Iano-
Fletcher and Chen–Chen–Chen to the first case of
non-complete intersections (that is, the case of lowest
codimension in the pluricanonical embedding).
These 18 are striking, but the main point is that
one can go much further with these constructions
using different formats: we consider both the intersec-
tion of a wGrð2; 5Þ format by a residual hypersurface
(which mimics the equation format of the six equa-
tions of the canonical model of a non-trigonal curve
of genus 6 with no g25), and the equations of
OGrð5; 10Þ in codimension 5 (which mimic the 10
equations of canonical models of curves of genus 7
with no g14 [Mukai 95, Main Theorem]).
Theorem 1.2.
a. There are 57 families of canonical threefolds whose
general member embeds pluricanonically as a codi-
mension four subvariety X  Pða0; :::; a6Þ with 6
equations in format Grð2; 5Þ \H, that is, weighted
Grassmannian Grð2; 5Þ format with a residual
intersection hypersurface, for which
P
ai  45:
b. There are 21 families of canonical threefold whose
general member embeds pluricanonically as a codi-
mension five subvariety X  Pða0; :::; a8Þ with
equations in weighted orthogonal Grassmannian
OGrð5; 10Þ format for which P ai  147. These 21
families are described in Table 4.
It is at least possible that the 18 families of
Theorem 1.1 realize all canonical threefolds in codi-
mension 3, without the restriction
P
ai  70; other
than complete intersections and their degenerations.
While the search space is infinite, there are only
finitely many solutions, and there is some indication
that all solutions arise early in the search; see Section
1.2 for discussion. Similarly, it is possible that the 21
families of Theorem 1.2(b) give the complete list of
canonical threefolds in codimension 5 OGrð5; 10Þ for-
mat. In contrast, the 57 families of Theorem 1.2(a) is
certainly not the complete list of varieties in that for-
mat: we expect many other families of canonical
threefold in codimension 4 with six equations, and we
give an example of one in Section 1.2. As a weaker
statement, it follows from Theorem 3.11 that the lists
of possibilities in the two theorems is complete for
each pair a0, a1 that appears.
To make a comparison with known results, we
apply our methods to surfaces of general type (see
Section 2.1, Table 2); the resulting surfaces are not
new, but many surfaces with small pg and K
2 that are
central to the classification appear readily. Further
results appear in Table 1 (discussed in Section 1.2), in
Section 5.2, and on the online Graded Ring Database
[Brown and Kasprzyk], with computer code that can
be used to generate many other cases.
Such classification results are particular applications
of the main part of this paper, which is devoted to
describing our computational approach (Section 4).
These techniques apply automatically to any pre-
scribed format, and work in any dimension. Crucially,
our method of searching is both systematic
and exhaustive.
Qureshi and Szendr}oi [Qureshi 15–Qureshi and
Szendr}oi 12] develop other formats based on other
classical groups (these are included in our computer
package [Brown and Kasprzyk]). They too apply them
to finding varieties by an approach based on the sin-
gularity baskets. One difference is that these baskets
are part of the output of our method, rather than the
input; this is a key advantage when baskets get large
or complicated, as they can do (see Table 4).
1.2. Results for threefolds: understanding Table 1
The method we describe also constructs varieties other
than canonical varieties. Table 1 summarizes results
for other threefolds to illustrate the flexibility and lim-
its of our approach. It lists the number of
“candidates” for varieties. A candidate is essentially a
set of ambient weights a0; :::; an and baskets of quo-
tient singularities compatible with a Hilbert series; a
candidate may or may not be realized by a variety in
the chosen format (see Definition 3.4).
Table 1 is generated by a systematic computer
search in order of increasing adjunction number
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k ¼P ai; the adjunction number of the ambient
space. The search continues until the calculations
become unwieldy. The table indicates this stopping
point: kmax is the largest adjunction number up to
which the search is complete. It also records the
largest adjunction number, denoted klastð kmaxÞ; for
which a candidate was found. Table 1 records the
number of candidates found, denoted #raw. In a few
case, it is easy to see that there cannot be a quasis-
mooth realization of a candidate. For example, any
threefold
X6;30  P 1; 2; 3; 4; 10; 15ð Þ; (1–1)
has a nonterminal singularity at X \ Pð10; 15Þ; the
degree six equation cannot give a tangent term there.
The final column #results records the number of
results after removing such cases that obviously fail.
When kmax is much larger than klast; it is conceiv-
able that we have found all the results. For example,
in the cases of canonical threefolds in codimensions 3
and 5, the gap kmaxklast where no new results appear
compares with the similar gap in Iano–Fletcher’s cal-
culations for complete intersections [Iano-Fletcher
00]. It is only in this sense that we may imagine that
those two lists may be complete.
When the two numbers kmax and klast are close,
almost certainly we are only part of the way through
the complete list. For example, a general codimension
4 variety X  Pð4; 5; 6; 6; 7; 7; 8; 9Þ defined by an
equation of degree 18 and the maximal Pfaffians of a
5 5 antisymmetric matrix with degrees
4 5 6 7
6 7 8
8 9
10
0
BB@
1
CCA
is a quasismooth canonical threefold with adjunction
number k¼ 53, which exceeds kmax in this case, and
so does not appear in Table 1.
1.3. The method of computation
Our proof of the theorems above is based on the orbi-
fold Riemann–Roch formula of Buckley, Reid, and
Zhou [Buckley et al. 13], which we state in our con-
text as Theorem 3.8. We show that the terminal sin-
gularities arising on canonical threefolds make strictly
positive contributions to this formula (Theorem 3.11),
which bounds the number of possible baskets of sin-
gularities for given invariants.
The crucial novelty of our approach is that we do
not search through the space of weights ai or possible
baskets of singularities, but instead solve for the ai and
the singularities; in particular, there are no assump-
tions about the number of singularities. The primary
objects we enumerate are Gorenstein formats, essen-
tially the graded Betti data of a free resolution, as in
Definition 3.1. Section 4.1 explains how this leads to a
knapsack-style problem for the other numerical data.
Solving this presents small numbers of numerical can-
didates for varieties that we then consider case
by case.
Table 1. The number of cases of Fano, Calabi–Yau, and canonical 3-dimensional orbifolds in various formats. All were computed
allowing isolated canonical quotient singularities. The column klast gives the largest adjunction number for which a result was
found; kmax gives the largest degree searched; #raw gives the number of candidates found by the computer; #results gives the
number of candidates after removing obvious failures. (The 317 Calabi–Yau hypersurfaces are taken from [Kreuzer and Skarke 00]
for completeness, since the method we use here is not effective in that case.)
Dim k Codim Format Reference klast kmax #raw #results
3 –1 1 c.i. [Iskovskikh and Prokhorov 99] 66 90 95 95
2 c.i. [Iskovskikh and Prokhorov 99] 54 124 85 85
3 c.i. Classical 6 77 1 1
3 Gr(2,5) [Altınok 05] 45 70 69 69
4 Gr(2,5) \ H Classical 7 45 1 1
5 OGr(5,10) Classical 4 73 1 1
3 0 1 c.i. [Kreuzer and Skarke 00] 317
2 c.i. 120 121 419 401
3 c.i. 74 77 25 22
3 Gr(2,5) 71 71 226 187
4 c.i. Classical 8 32 1 1
4 Gr(2,5) \ H 39 46 123 14
5 OGr(5,10) 44 46 23 23
3 1 1 c.i. [Iskovskikh and Prokhorov 99] 46 85 23 23
2 c.i. [Iskovskikh and Prokhorov 99] 40 130 66 59
3 c.i. [Iskovskikh and Prokhorov 99] 46 80 38 37
3 Gr(2,5) Theorem 1.1 35 71 18 18
4 c.i. Classical 9 34 1 1
4 Gr(2,5) \ H Theorem 1.2 41 46 84 57
5 c.i. Classical 10 30 1 1
5 OGr(5,10) Theorem 1.2 32 74 21 21
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2. Graded rings of varieties
We explain the more general setup. If A is an ample
divisor on a projective variety X (A is not assumed to
be effective), one may consider the graded ring
RðX;AÞ ¼ m0H0ðX;mAÞ of the polarized variety
(X, A). Since A is ample, X ﬃ ProjRðX;AÞ; and if R(X, A)
is generated in degrees a0; :::; an with homogeneous rela-
tions f1; :::; fs; then
X ﬃ f1 ¼    ¼ fs ¼ 0ð Þ  P a0; :::; anð Þ:
Denoting the weighted degree of each weighted
homogeneous polynomial fi by di ¼ degðfiÞ; we
slightly abuse notation and abbreviate the data by
X ¼ Xd1;:::;ds  P a0; :::; anð Þ:
We refer to the codimension of X as its codimen-
sion ndimðXÞ in this embedding (which depends on
A). When X is a complete intersection, dimðXÞ ¼ ns
and this unambiguously describes a general such X.
We consider cases for which KX ¼ kA for some
k 2 Z: Goto and Watanabe [Goto and Watanabe 78]
characterize such graded rings.
Theorem 2.1 ([Goto and Watanabe 1978, 5.1.9–11]).
Let X be a projective variety and A an ample divisor.
Set R ¼ RðX;AÞ, the corresponding graded ring, so that
X ¼ ProjR. If R is Cohen–Macaulay then
i. HiðX;OXÞ ¼ 0 for 0<i<dimX;
ii. R is Gorenstein if and only if KX ¼ kA for some
integer k.
By the minimal model program [Birkar et al. 10,
Mori 88], each birational equivalence class of varieties
includes a variety X that either has KX nef (that is,
KXC  0 for every complete curve C  X) or admits a
morphism f : X ! Y with KX relatively ample (that
is, KXC>0 for every complete curve C  X con-
tracted by f). The three possibilities KX ample, KX ¼ 0
and KX ample are the three extreme cases, and these
are particularly important from the point of view of
birational classification.
The first of these three classes is vast: any variety V
of general type is birational to its unique canonical
model X ¼ ProjRðV;KVÞ which has KX ample; the
finite generation of RðV;KVÞ in this case is the cele-
brated result of [Birkar et al. 10]. Thus birational clas-
sification is equivalent to listing canonical models.
Although the number of generators of the canonical
ring RðV;KVÞ is not bounded, we may hope to clas-
sify those cases with few generators, up to some
bound; Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 take this approach.
The second class KX ¼ 0 of, loosely speaking,
Calabi–Yau varieties have been studied in examples
defined by explicit equations since at least Hirzebruch
[Hirzebruch 87]; we discuss this case in Section 5.2.1.
The third class, Fano varieties, is known to be
bounded (under additional conditions on singular-
ities), and so an attempt at explicit classification
describing varieties by small sets of equations may
ultimately provide the whole classification—see, for
example, [Altınok 02], and the foreword to [Corti and
Reid 00].
2.1. The equations of regular surfaces of
general type
Canonical surfaces S ¼ ProjðS;KSÞ with KS ample
have been studied intensively for decades, very often
using explicit descriptions. We assume in addition
that S is regular, that is, q ¼ h1ðS;OSÞ ¼ 0: Following
Persson [Persson 87, Section 2], the set of all such
surfaces is often understood as a “geography” by plot-
ting pg ¼ h0ðS;KSÞ against K2S (or equivalently
vðOSÞ ¼ 1þ pg against K2S ; or the Euler characteristic
c2ðXÞ against c1ðSÞ2).
In Table 2, we follow the program described in
§4.1 in dimension 2 for a few steps as a comparison
with the threefold case, which is our main interest
here. For surfaces, this is merely a crude first step,
and these cases are well known to experts, especially
among the canonical models (k¼ 1): for example, pg
¼ 2, K2S ¼ 1 is realized by S10  Pð12; 2; 5Þ; the fam-
ous case for which 4KS is not birational; pg ¼ 1, K2S ¼
1 is realized by S6;6  Pð1; 22; 32Þ (see [Catanese 79]);
and so on.
A single equation format does not usually describe
all surfaces that realize given numerical invariants. For
example, pg ¼ 3, K2S ¼ 4 is realized by a complete
intersection S4;4  Pð13; 22Þ; but there are also such
surfaces in Grð2; 5Þ format in Pð13; 22; 3Þ; which are
codimension 1 in moduli where jKSj picks up a base
point, and others in codimension 4; see [Reid 89,
Theorems 2.1, 3.1], [Dicks 88]. The celebrated case pg
¼ 4, K2S ¼ 7 is yet more complex (see [Bauer 01, 5])
with several different formats across different compo-
nents of moduli, while K2 ¼ 8 is far from complete
(see [Bauer and Roberto 09, Catanese et al. 14]). The
case pg ¼ 6, K2 ¼ 11 is in Ashikaga–Konno [Ashikaga
and Konno 90] (see Example 3.6) while K2 ¼ 13 is in
Neves [Neves 03].
Table 2 also includes the first few cases with k¼ 2.
These are surfaces polarized by A ¼ 12KS (not assumed
to be effective or Cartier). These surfaces also have
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canonical models, and it varies from case to case
whether the model with k¼ 1 or 2 is the simpler. For
example, the case pg ¼ 3, K2S ¼ 2 appears for both
k¼ 1 and 2. A general such surface is a double cover
of P2 branched over an octic, S8  Pð13; 4Þ (k¼ 1).
When the octic degenerates to the transverse union of
a cubic and a quintic, S8 gains 15 ordinary double
points above the intersections. Such surfaces admit a
half-canonical model as T6;10  Pð23; 3; 5Þ (k¼ 2),
where the 15 nodes are the 15 Z=2 quotient singular-
ities; the map T ! S is simply the Veronese, which in
this case, and rather untypically, happens to lie in
smaller codimension.
3. Formats and candidate varieties
3.1. Regular pullbacks from key varieties
A format describes a presentation of the equations of
a variety, for example, by saying that the equations
are minors of some matrix. Informal notions of for-
mat for polynomial equations appear regularly, some-
times describing a component of a Hilbert scheme or
capturing some other feature of the geometry, and
there are more formal prescriptions such as [Stevens
03, Section 12]. We define format to suit our applica-
tions, loosely following Dicks and Reid [Reid 89,
Theorem 3.3], [Reid 11, Section 1.5]:
Definition 3.1. A Gorenstein format F of codimension
c is a triple ð~V ; v;FÞ consisting of:
i. A Gorenstein (in particular, Cohen–Macaulay)
affine variety ~V  Cn of codimension c, which
we refer to as the key variety of the format;
ii. A diagonal C	 action on ~V with strictly positive
weights v, which we refer to as the key weights of
the format;
iii. A graded minimal free resolution F of O~V as a
graded OCn-module.
The C	 actions on Cn that are compatible with its
toric structure are parametrized by the character lat-
tice NCn ¼ Zn; and the positive actions are those
lying strictly in the positive quadrant Q  NCn : A
subset K  NCn of these actions leave ~V invariant,
and condition (ii) asserts that K \ Q is not empty.
We need a little more: that the given free resolution
F is equivariant for the action. In many cases we
consider, the key variety has monomial syzygies, so
the homogeneity of the equations of ~V is enough,
and K \ Q is some (infinite) polyhedron in Q. We
then iterate over the formats by enumerating the
points of K \ Q:
Condition (iii) determines the Hilbert numerator
PnumðtÞ of the format: PnumðtÞ ¼ 1
P
tdi þP
tej    þ ð1Þctk; where di are the degrees of the
equations, ej the degrees of the first syzygies, and so
on, and k is the adjunction number of F: This polyno-
mial has Gorenstein symmetry: tkPnumð1=tÞ ¼
ð1ÞcPnumðtÞ: It determines the Hilbert series, as in
Proposition 3.3.
One could imagine other definitions of format,
both weaker and stronger, but this one is well adapted
to our applications.
Let F ¼ ð~V ; v;FÞ be a Gorenstein format of codi-
mension c. We construct Gorenstein varieties X 
PdþcðWÞ of codimension c and dimension d in
weighted projective space, with weights W, as regular
pullbacks, which we recall from [Reid 11, Section 1.5]:
Proposition 3.2 (Reid [Reid 11]). Let ð~V  Cn; v;FÞ
be a Gorenstein format of codimension c. Let R be a
polynomial ring and u : SpecR ! Cn a morphism. The
following are equivalent:
Table 2. Examples of surfaces S of general type, polarized by A ¼ 1k KS; in various formats: #results gives the number of numerical
types that arise early in the search, and the right-most column lists these as pairs of invariants, pg and K2S ; that are realized by
surfaces. The general member of each family with k¼ 1 is smooth; Z=2 canonical quotient points (A1 singularities where A is not
Cartier) often appear when k¼ 2.
dim k Codim Format #Results Pairs of invariants ðpg; K2S Þ that are realized
2 1 1 c.i. 4 ðpg; K2S Þ ¼ (2,1); (3,2); (3,3); (4,5)
2 c.i. 6 (1,1); (2,2); (3,4); (4,4); (5,8); (5,9)
3 c.i. 1 (6,12)
3 Gr(2,5) 5 (3,5); (4,7); (5,10); (6,11); (6,13)
4 c.i. 1 (7,16)
4 Gr(2,5) \ H 3 (6,10); (7,15); (7,16)
2 2 1 c.i. 8 (2,2); (3,2); (4,4); (4,6); (5,8); (6,8); (7,14); (10,24)
2 c.i. 17 (3,2); (3,4); (4,4); (4,6); (4,8); (5,6); (5,10); …
3 c.i. 9 (4,4); (5,8); (7,16); (9,24); …
3 Gr(2,5) 18 (5,12); (6,14); (6,10); (7,16); (8,22); …
4 c.i. 1 (25,96)
4 Gr(2,5) \ H 17 (6,10); (7,14); (9, 18); (10,20); …
5 c.i. 1 (31,128)
5 OGr(5,10) 3 (9,24); (14,46); (22,84)
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i. u1ð~V Þ  SpecR has codimension c;
ii. The pullback of F by u is a free resolution of
R-modules;
iii. xiu	ðxiÞ for i ¼ 1; :::; n form a regular sequence
on SpecR Cn, where x1; :::; xn are the coordi-
nates of Cn:
If these conditions hold then u1ð~V Þ  SpecR is
called a regular pullback of ~V ; and is a Gorenstein
affine variety. Furthermore, if R is graded by weights
W and u is graded of degree zero with respect to W
and v, then the pullback of F by u is a graded minimal
free resolution of R-modules with the same Hilbert
numerator as F:
Fix any integer d> 0, the dimension of the varieties
X that we seek. Let F ¼ ð~V ; v;FÞ be a Gorenstein for-
mat of codimension c and fix a graded polynomial
ring R with d þ cþ 1 variables and strictly positive
weights W. If u : SpecR ! Cn is graded of degree
zero and u1ð~V Þ  SpecR is a regular pullback con-
taining the origin O 2 SpecR; then we define the pro-
jectivised regular pullback to be
X ¼ u1 ~Vð Þ==W C	 ¼ u1 ~Vð Þ n O
 
=C	  P Wð Þ:
The next proposition follows immediately: the
Hilbert series of X is determined by the graded Betti
numbers of a free resolution, and since u satisfies the
conditions of Proposition 3.2 and has degree zero, the
graded Betti numbers are exactly those of F with
grading v.
Proposition 3.3. Let F ¼ ð~V  Cn; v;FÞ be a
Gorenstein format of codimension c, R a polynomial
ring graded by strictly positive weights W with a mor-
phism u : SpecR ! Cn graded of degree zero. Then
every projectivised regular pullback X  PðWÞ has
Hilbert series
PX tð Þ ¼ Pnum tð Þ
Y
a2W
1 tað Þ
where PnumðtÞ is the Hilbert numerator of the for-
mat F.
If, in addition, X is an irreducible variety that is
well-formed as a subvariety of PðWÞ then the canonical
sheaf of X is xX ¼ OXðk~VaÞ, where a is the sum of
the weights W and k~V ¼ degPnumðtÞ is the adjunction
number of F:
Recall that X  PðWÞ is well formed if the inter-
section of X with any non-trivial orbifold locus of
PðWÞ has codimension at least two in X; see [Iano-
Fletcher 00, Definition 6.9].
Definition 3.4. A candidate variety is a format F ¼
ð~V ; v;FÞ of codimension c together with a morphism
u : SpecR ! Cn of degree zero from a graded polyno-
mial ring R that satisfies the equivalent conditions of
Proposition 3.2. A candidate variety is well-formed if
the projectivised regular pullback X  PðWÞ is well-
formed as a subvariety.
We think of a candidate variety as representing
general members of a family of varieties in a common
weighted projective space whose equations and syzy-
gies are modeled on a common free resolution F: The
condition only asks for a single map, although in the
practical situations we encounter below any suffi-
ciently general map will work. The space of maps
SpecR ! Cn of degree zero that give regular pullbacks
may have more than one component, but we do not
consider this question at all.
Example 3.5. Following Corti and Reid [Corti and
Reid 02], let ~V ¼ CGrð2; 5Þ  C10 be the affine cone
over the Grassmannian Grð2; 5Þ in its Pl€ucker embed-
ding. The equations of ~V are the maximal Pfaffians of
a generic skew 5 5 matrix
M ¼
x1 x2 x3 x4
x5 x6 x7
x8 x9
x10
0
BB@
1
CCA
(we write only the strict upper-triangular part of such
matrices). These equations are homogeneous with
respect to a five-parameter system of weights Z5 ¼
K  Z10; which one can determine by enforcing
homogeneity of these Pfaffians.
We can use ~V as a key variety to find K3 surfaces.
Let v ¼ ð3; 4; 4; 5; 5; 5; 6; 6; 7; 7Þ 2 K; which we under-
stand better in matrix form as
v ¼
3 4 4 5
5 5 6
6 7
7
0
BB@
1
CCA:
This has Hilbert numerator
Pnum ¼ 1t92t10t11t12 þ t14 þ t15 þ 2t16 þ t17t26:
Taking a suitable map of Pða0; :::; a5Þ with a0 þ
   þ a5 ¼ 26 may describe a family of K3 surfaces,
since at least the canonical class is right and
h1ðX;OXÞ ¼ 0 by Theorem 2.1. In this case, maps
from either Pð1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7Þ or Pð2; 3; 4; 5; 5; 7Þ work,
and these are two families in Altınok’s list [Altınok
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05] of 69 codimension three K3 surfaces in
Grð2; 5Þ format.
The weighted projective space Pð1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7Þ also
admits a map to a different Grð2; 5Þ format with grad-
ing v ¼ ð1; 3; 4; 5; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9Þ 2 K; with Pnum ¼
1t8t9t10t12t13 þ t13 þ t14 þ t16 þ t17 þ t18t26;
which realizes another family of K3 surfaces from
[Altınok 05].
These examples are not complete intersections in a
weighted Grassmannian ð~V==vC	Þ \H1 \    \H4;
for quasilinear hypersurfaces Hi, since there are no
variables of weights one or two in v. To interpret
these regular pullbacks as intersection, one can take a
cone on the weighted Grassmannian, introducing add-
itional variables of weights one and two, as in [Corti
and Reid, Qureshi and Szendr}oi 12]. More general
complete intersections inside weighted homogeneous
spaces are also common. The way we define “format,”
taking hypersurface slices of one format describe a
new format, a tensor-like combination of the existing
format and a complete intersection; see Section 5.1.
Example 3.6. There is no reason why format variables
should be weighted positively. The role of the key var-
iety is as a target for regular pullbacks, and these are
defined on the affine cone, so there is no risk of tak-
ing Proj of a ring with nonpositive weights.
For example, consider the same key variety
CGrð2; 5Þ  C10 as above, but with key weights
v ¼
0 1 1 1
1 1 1
2 2
2
0
BB@
1
CCA:
A regular pullback to a nonsingular curve in P4
defines a curve of genus five in its canonical embed-
ding. If u	ðx1Þ ¼ 0; then the curve is trigonal and lies
on the scroll given by the minors of the upper 2 3
block of the matrix. Deforming u	ðx1Þ ¼ k away from
zero moves the regular pullback off the trigonal locus
to give a non-special canonical curve, a (2, 2, 2) com-
plete intersection in P4: This example can be extended
to P5; where the special pullback is the trigonal K3
surface extending this canonical curve.
In this format, the pullback by u of the 5 5
matrix is the matrix of first syzygies among the equa-
tions, so this matrix must not have non-zero constant
entries, otherwise, as in the example, the free reso-
lution is not minimal and we fall into a different for-
mat. Such entries only happen when the key weight is
zero, and in that case we only remain in the format if
the corresponding pullback is the zero polynomial,
giving a special element of the family.
As another example, the weights
v ¼
1 1 1 1
1 1 1
3 3
3
0
BB@
1
CCA
admit a regular pullback to a canonical surface in P5;
with pg ¼ 6, K2 ¼ 11; where necessarily u	ðx1Þ ¼ 0;
as a sanity check, with these invariants
Riemann–Roch gives
PX tð Þ ¼ 13t
2 þ 2t32t4 þ 3t5t7
1tð Þ6
:
For a general regular pullback, this is just a degree
(3, 4) complete intersection in P1  P2 in the mild
disguise of its Segre embedding, so is well known, but
there are other cases that cannot be expressed in such
straightforward terms. See Ashikaga–Konno [Ashikaga
and Konno 90] for a complete analysis of this case;
the description here appears as [Ashikaga and Konno
90] Theorem 1.5(4), with a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 1; and the evi-
dent pencil of curves of genus 3 in the description
here is typical.
It is easy to see that one cannot allow two key
weights  0 that are pulled back to the zero polyno-
mial. Below we note that even a single one cannot
work for the kind of threefold we seek. For example,
attempting to make a quasismooth Calabi–Yau three-
fold with key weights
v ¼
0 2 2 2
2 2 2
4 4
4
0
BB@
1
CCA
and a regular pullback to Pð1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2; 3Þ; we find
no problem when u	ðx1Þ 6¼ 0 except that X is then a
complete intersection rather than in this
Grassmannian format, but when u	ðx1Þ ¼ 0 the regu-
lar pullback is not quasismooth at the index
three point.
We seek threefolds, and in this format negative key
weights do not arise:
Proposition 3.7. Let X be a variety in CGrð2; 5Þ for-
mat with ambient weights v. If X is of dimension  3
and quasismooth, then v consists of strictly posi-
tive integers.
Proof. If not, then without loss of generality u	ðx1Þ ¼
0 and any point of X in the locus
u	 x2ð Þ ¼    ¼ u	 x7ð Þ ¼ 0
   X
is a non-quasismooth point (the Jacobian has at most
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2 non-zero rows here). This locus is necessarily non-
empty if dimX  3: w
This Proposition does not rule out isolated singular
points. For example, there could be a canonical three-
fold with non-quasismooth terminal singularities
(these have embedding dimension one, by Mori [Mori
85] and Reid [Reid 83], which can achieved locally)
but we do not construct one.
3.2. The Hilbert series of a canonical threefold
Let P ¼ 1r ðr1; a; raÞ be a terminal quotient singu-
larity with r> 1 and 1  a<r coprime integers. (The
first weight is r – 1 since we consider varieties polar-
ized by their canonical class.) Following [Buckley
et al. 13], we define
A ¼ 1t
r
1 t ¼ 1þ t þ t
2 þ    þ tr1 and
B ¼
Y
b2L
1tb
1 t ;
and let C ¼ CðtÞ be the Gorenstein symmetric polyno-
mial with integral coefficients such that BC 

1ðmodAÞ whose exponents lie in the integer range
fbc=2c þ 1; :::; bc=2c þ r  1g (we abbreviate this to ‘C
is supported on ½a; b’ for appropriate integers a, b).
In our case X is a threefold with terminal singularities
polarized by KX, hence c¼ 5.
Theorem 3.8 ([Buckley et al. 13, Theorem 1.3]). Let X
be a canonical threefold with singularity basket B. For
a terminal quotient singularity Q ¼ 1r ðr1; a; raÞ,
define
Porb Qð Þ ¼ B t
ð Þ
1tð Þ3 1 trð Þ
;
where B ¼ BðtÞ is a polynomial supported on ½3; r þ 1
which satisfies
B
Y
b2 r1;a;ra½ 
1tb
1 t 
 1 mod
1tr
1 t :
Then the Hilbert series of X polarized by KX is
PX ¼ Pini þ
X
Q2B
Porb Qð Þ; where
Pini ¼ 1þ at þ bt
2 þ bt3 þ at4 þ t5
1tð Þ4
for integers a :¼ P14 and b :¼ P24P1 þ 6:
The relationship between a, b and plurigenera P1,
P2 is determined by the expansion
P ¼ 1þ P1t þ P2t2 þ    ¼ 1þ aþ 4ð Þt þ bþ 4aþ 10ð Þt2 þ    ;
since each series PorbðtÞ has no quadratic terms
or lower.
Example 3.9. Suppose that p ¼ 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ: We have
A ¼ 1þ t and B¼ 1, so the inverse of B is 1 modulo
A. The numerator of PorbðpÞ is supported in the range
½3; 3: Observe that t3 
 1ðmodðAÞÞ; so
Porb pð Þ ¼ t
3
1tð Þ3 1 t2ð Þ
:
Expanded formally as a power ser-
ies, PorbðpÞ ¼ t33t47t510t6    :
Example 3.10. Suppose now that p ¼ 18 ð3; 5; 7Þ:
Observing that
B ¼ 1þ t þ    þ t6ð Þ 1þ t þ t2ð Þ 1þ t þ t2 þ t3 þ t4ð Þ

 t7 t3t4t5t6t7ð Þ 1þ t þ t2 þ t3 þ t4ð Þ

 t2 1þ t þ t2 þ t3 þ t4ð Þ2;
where the equivalence is taken modulo A ¼
1þ t þ    þ t7; it is clear that
t3 1þ t5 þ t10ð Þ t5 þ t10 þ t15ð ÞB

 t5 1þ t þ    þ t14ð Þ t5 þ t6 þ    þ t19ð Þ

 t5  t15  t5  t15

 1:
So we have an inverse for B. To shift this inverse
into the desired range of exponents (and hence find
C), we use the fact that t8 
 1ðmodðAÞÞ:
t3 1þ t5 þ t2ð Þ t5 þ t2 þ t7ð Þ

 t3 t5 þ t2 þ t7 þ t2 þ t7 þ t4 þ t7 þ t4 þ tð Þ

 t3 32tt23t3t42t53t6ð Þ:
Thus
Porb pð Þ ¼ 3t
32t4t53t6t72t83t9
1tð Þ3 1 t8ð Þ
:
Until the final step all the polynomials appearing
had non-negative coefficients. Since the last subtrac-
tion was required only to eliminate the out-of-range
t7 monomial, and since this monomial had the largest
coefficient, we see that every coefficient of the numer-
ator of PorbðpÞ is strictly negative. This is the case in
general for canonically polarized terminal quotient
singularities.
Theorem 3.11. Let X be a canonically-polarized three-
fold, and p 2 X be a terminal quotient singularity
1
r ð1; a;aÞ for coprime integers r> 1 and 1  a<r.
Define m 2 Z by the conditions 0<m  r=2 and
am 
 1ðmodðrÞÞ. Then
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C tð Þ ¼ c3t3 þ    þ crþ1trþ1;
where
ciþ3 ¼
iam if 0<ia  m;
mia if m<ia  2m1;
m otherwise:
8<
:
Here 0<ia  r satisfies ia 
 imðmodðrÞÞ. More con-
cisely,
ciþ3 ¼ min m; jm iajf g:
Notice that it might be necessary to switch the
roles of a and – a in order for such an m to exist –
this is implicit in the statement of the theorem. For
example, when considering Example 3.10, we are
forced to take a¼ 5.
Theorem 3.11 computes Porb for singularities of the
form Q ¼ 1r ð1; a;aÞ: Multiplying by the natural
denominator, the leading terms are
1tð Þ3 1trð ÞPorb Qð Þ ¼ mt3min m; r2mf gt4    ;
where m ¼ 1=aðmodðrÞÞ; as in the theorem.
Corollary 3.12. Let PorbðpÞ ¼ a0 þ a1t þ a2t2 þ    2
Z½½t for some terminal quotient singularity p 2 X.
Then a0 ¼ a1 ¼ a2 ¼ 0 and ai<0 for all i  3. In par-
ticular there exists a bound on the number of singular-
ities of X in terms of pg and P2.
Proof of Theorem 3.11. With notation as above,
observe that
B ¼ 1þ t þ    þ tr2ð Þ 1þ    þ ta1ð Þ 1þ    þ tra1ð Þ

 tr1 1þ    þ ta1ð Þ tra þ    þ tr1ð Þ mod Að Þð Þ
¼ t2ra1 1þ t þ    þ ta1ð Þ2:
With m as defined in the theorem,
t 1þ ta þ t2a þ    þ t m1ð Þa
 
1þ t þ t2 þ    þ ta1ð Þ
¼ t þ t2 þ    þ tma;
which is congruent to –1 modulo A. Hence
C 
 taþ1  t2 1þ ta þ    þ t m1ð Þa
 2
mod Að Þð Þ
¼ t3 1þ ta þ t2a þ    þ t m1ð Þa
 
ta þ t2a þ    þ tmað Þ:
We consider the product of factors
C1 ¼ 1þ ta þ t2a þ    þ t m1ð Þa
 
ta þ t2a þ    þ tmað Þ:
Recall that the numerator C of PorbðpÞ is supported
in ½3; r þ 1; we compute this by finding the integral
polynomial equivalent to C1 modulo A supported
in ½0; r2:
The terms of C1 arise as a product t
ja with 0  j 
m1 from the first factor and tka with 1  k  m
from the second. Hence, the coefficient of tia in the
resulting expansion is given by
i; if 0<i  m;
2mi; if m<i  2m1:

Since a is coprime to r, the resulting monomials
are equivalent modulo 1tr (and hence also modulo
A) to distinct powers of t in the range t; :::; tr1 (recall
that by definition 2m1  r1). We obtain the
equivalent polynomial
C1 
 c01t þ    þ c0r1tr1 mod Að Þð Þ;
where
c0i ¼
ia; if 0<ia  m;
2mia; if m<ia  2m1;
0; otherwise:
8<
:
Subtracting mA from this (to shift the degree down
by one) gives the desired result. w
4. Enumeration of Hilbert series and varieties
We aim to construct d-dimensional varieties X 
PðWÞ; for weights W, in a given format and with
canonical class xX ¼ OXðkÞ for given k. Moreover we
insist that the singularities appearing on X are those
of some chosen family. This could be a meaningful
complete family—terminal threefold singularities,
say—or an arbitrary collection amenable to computa-
tion—isolated fourfold terminal quotient singularities,
for example. We consider families for which we are
able to compute their Porb:
4.1. The general process to find orbifolds
Fix a key variety ~V  Cn of codimension c, and fix
integers d; k 2 Z with d  2 and a class of singular-
ities Q for which PorbðQÞ is computable. We aim to
construct d-dimensional varieties X in weighted pro-
jective space that have KX ¼ OXðkÞ; singularities in
the chosen class, and key variety ~V : This pseudo-algo-
rithm is similar in spirit to that of Corti and Reid
[Corti and Reid 02] and Qureshi and Szendr}oi
[Qureshi and Szendr}oi 12], but differs in that here we
determine the target Hilbert series first and then try
to match a basket, rather than choosing a basket and
computing the Hilbert series.
i. Choose a grading v on ~V : This determines a for-
mat F ¼ ð~V ; v;FÞ:
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ii. List all possible ambient weights W for which
there is a map u : Cdþcþ1 ! Cn that is equivar-
iant of degree zero with respect to the diagonal
C	 action with weights W in the domain and v
in the codomain; that is, u is defined by a vector
of n polynomials homogeneous with respect to
W of weights exactly v (and not a multiple of v).
iii. Setting ~X ¼ u1ð~V Þ; write out the Hilbert series
PXðtÞ of X ¼ ~X==W C	  PðWÞ; and determine
the initial term PiniðtÞ:
iv. Set RðtÞ ¼ PXðtÞPiniðtÞ: Compute all ways of
realizing RðtÞ ¼PQ2B PorbðQÞ for finite sets B of
singularities of the chosen family. If there are no
solutions, then a variety cannot be realized
admitting only the given class of singularities.
v. Accept or reject candidate Hilbert series accord-
ing to whether or not there exists an orbifold in
the given format that realizes it.
Apart from the final step (v), this process can
be automated on any computer algebra system—it
uses only standard tools such as rational functions
and power series. Steps (i) and (v) rely on know-
ledge of the chosen format. The other steps are
essentially independent of the format, and we dis-
cuss these first.
4.1.1. Step ii: Enumerating the ambient weights
The maximum key weight vmax is part of the format.
For orbifolds (or canonical threefold with terminal
singularities) no variable can be omitted from the
equations, so the largest degree occurring in any
ambient weight sequence W cannot exceed vmax:
Together with the condition that
P
a2W a ¼ kk~V ;
this implies that there are only finitely many weight
sequences W, and they can easily be computed with
standard techniques. (One can immediately reject
sequences that will lead to non-well-formed varieties,
for example when W has a nontrivial com-
mon divisor.)
4.1.2. Step iii: Recovering the Hilbert series PX and Pini
For each choice of v and of W, we suppose that
suitable regular pullback u exists, and write PX(t)
using the formula of Proposition 3.3. As power ser-
ies expansions, the Porb summands have terms that
start in degree bd þ kþ 1c þ 1; so that Pini agrees
with PX in all degrees up to its center of Gorenstein
symmetry. So to compute the numerator of Pini we
need only determine whether any equations have
low degrees and compensate appropriately in the
corresponding coefficients of PX. For canonical
threefold, the coefficients of t and t2 are enough.
4.1.3. Step iv: Polytopes and knapsack kernels
Next, we match the possible Porb contributions arising
from the candidate singularities r1; :::; rm to the
Hilbert series, and so build the possible baskets. This
is a “knapsack”-style search: summing non-negative
multiples of a known collection of vectors to obtain a
given solution. The first few terms of each possible
Porb contribution, together with the target sequence
PXPini; are used to construct a polyhedron in the
positive orthant whose integer points ða1; :::; amÞ 2
Zm0 give solutions to
P
aiPorbðriÞ ¼ PXPini: It is an
important point that the resulting polyhedron may be
infinite: it decomposes into a sum of a compact poly-
tope Q and a (possibly empty) tail cone C. The points
in Q correspond to the possible baskets for X, whilst
the Hilbert basis of C describes the possible “kernels”;
that is, collections of singularities whose net Porb con-
tribution is zero, so can be added to any basket.
4.1.4. Remarks
The process described above does not even in prin-
ciple give rigorous classification results—the key vari-
eties we use have infinitely many diagonal C	 actions.
It is worth being clear about where the process is
finite and determined, where it is infinite but under
control, and where it contains essentially infin-
ite searches.
i. The ambient weights W are solutions to a
“knapsack”-type problem—find a fixed number
of strictly positive integers with a given sum.
Such problems of course have a finite solution,
with well-documented algorithms, if one wants
to implement them.
Our approach has a striking virtue: it is easier to
solve for ambient weights W if one imposes add-
itional conditions on the weights than if one
does not. For example, to find cases of canonical
threefold with empty bi-canonical linear system
we can solve for W among integers  3: Such
conditions dramatically simplify the problem;
compare Section 1.2.
ii. As explained in Section 4.1.3, the list of possible
baskets that solve the purely numerical problem
of completing Pini to the Hilbert series PX can be
infinite. But even then, it is represented by the
points of a finitely determined polyhedron, and
these points can be enumerated in a systematic
order, from “small” baskets to “large” baskets.
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Table 3. Codimension three.
Variety Basket B K3X v KXc2 w Syz weights
X34 ;4
 Pð17Þ
20 –6 144 ð0; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ 1 1 1 1
2 2 2
2 2
2
X32 ;43
 Pð16; 2Þ
14 –5 120 1
2 ð1; 1; 1; 3; 3Þ 1 1 2 2
1 2 2
2 2
3
X3;43 ;5
 Pð15; 22Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ 192 –4 1952 ð0; 1; 1; 1; 2Þ 1 1 1 2
2 2 3
2 3
3
X45
 Pð15; 22Þ
10 –4 96 ð1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ 2 2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2
2
X43 ;52
 Pð14; 23Þ
3 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ 132 –3 1532 12 ð1; 1; 3; 3; 3Þ 1 2 2 2
2 2 2
3 3
3
X42 ;52 ;6
 Pð14; 22; 3Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ 112 –3 1472 ð0; 1; 1; 2; 2Þ 1 1 2 2
2 3 3
3 3
4
X4;52 ;62
 Pð13; 23; 3Þ
5 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ 72 –2 1112 12 ð1; 1; 3; 3; 5Þ 1 2 2 3
2 2 3
3 4
4
X4;5;62 ;7
 Pð13; 22; 32Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 176 –2 3136 ð0; 1; 1; 2; 3Þ 1 1 2 3
2 3 4
3 4
5
X52 ;63
 Pð13; 22; 32Þ
2 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ 3 –2 51 ð1; 1; 1; 2; 2Þ 2 2 3 3
2 3 3
3 3
4
X5;63 ;7
 Pð12; 23; 32Þ
7 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 116 –1 2236 12 ð1; 3; 3; 3; 5Þ 2 2 2 3
3 3 4
3 4
4
X63 ;72
 Pð12; 22; 33Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 3 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 32 –1 672 ð1; 1; 2; 2; 2Þ 2 3 3 3
3 3 3
4 4
4
X62 ;72 ;8
 Pð12; 22; 32; 4Þ
4 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 43 –1 983 12 ð1; 3; 3; 5; 5Þ 2 2 3 3
3 4 4
4 4
5
X6;7;8;9;10
 Pð12; 2; 32; 4; 5Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 56 –1 1696 ð0; 1; 2; 3; 4Þ 1 2 3 4
3 4 5
5 6
7
X7;82 ;9;10
 Pð1; 22; 32; 4; 5Þ
7 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 3 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 12 0 372 12 ð1; 3; 5; 5; 7Þ 2 3 3 4
4 4 5
5 6
6
X8;92 ;102
 Pð1; 2; 32; 42; 5Þ
3 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 2 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ 13 0 443 12 ð3; 3; 5; 5; 7Þ 3 4 4 5
4 4 5
5 6
6
X8;9;102 ;11
 Pð1; 2; 32; 4; 52Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 3 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 15 ð2; 3; 4Þ 310 0 14310 ð1; 2; 2; 3; 4Þ 3 3 4 5
4 5 6
5 6
7
X12;13;14;15;16
 Pð1; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ 112 0 9512 12 ð3; 5; 7; 9; 11Þ 4 5 6 7
6 7 8
8 9
10
(Continued)
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Any given candidate variety has known ambient
weights and equation degrees, and so only
finitely many of these baskets could possibly
occur.
The kind of elementary calculation one faces is
this: if the ambient stratum that has an index
three stabilizer is C ¼ Pð3; 6Þ; and if one of the
equations has degree 12, then, unless the format
forces this equation to vanish along C, there can-
not be more than two orbifold points of index
three, since this equation restricted to C
is quadratic.
iii. Although many geometrically important searches
will have a finite solution (compare [Johnson
and Kollar 01, Theorem 4.1] for quasismooth
hypersurfaces), the search routine outlined above
does not have a stopping condition, and we can-
not know if or when all solutions have been
found. This is in the same spirit as Iano-
Fletcher’s original enumeration for Fano three-
fold in codimension two (retrospectively com-
plete by [Chen et al. 11]), but differs from Reid’s
computation of the 95 Fano hypersurfaces and
Johnson–Kollar’s calculation of Fano complete
intersections. For many of our searches, we sim-
ply continue searching until no new results
appear; see the columns klast and kmax of Table 1.
iv. The process as stated works in any generality for
any key variety. We describe the Grð2; 5Þ format
in detail in Section 4.2, and sketch some other
formats in Section 5.1.
v. We have not used the condition that u exists
except to bound the weights appearing in W, nor
have we enforced the condition that u1ð~V Þ is
Cohen–Macaulay. Both of these are postponed to
the final step.
4.2. Canonical threefold in Gr(2,5) format
We make formats with the codimension three key
variety ~V ¼ CGrð2; 5Þ of Example 3.5 and its usual
Pfaffian free resolution.
4.2.1. Steps i–iv
Iterating over the possible gradings v is one pass
through an infinite loop. By Corti and Reid [Corti
and Reid 02], v is determined by a vector ðw1; :::;w5Þ
with either all wi 2 Z or all wi 2 12þ Z : for Pl€ucker
coordinates xij with 1  i<j  5; set degxij ¼ wi þ wj;
and then v ¼ ðvijÞ: To enumerate all possible w, we
may assume w1      w5: By Proposition 3.7, when
d  3 all key variables have positive degrees, so w1 þ
w2>0; and in particular w2>0: The adjunction num-
ber of the key variety is k~V ¼ 2
P
wi: A naive search
routine now computes all w satisfying these conditions
for a given k~V (which is finite), and the full search is
carried out in increasing adjunction number k~V ¼
1; 2; :::; this is the only point where the search is
not finite.
The weights of the five equations, dj ¼
ðPwiÞw6j; are determined by the format and sat-
isfy d1      d5: For Step ii, we choose weights
a0      a6 of a potential ambient space
Pða0; a1; :::; a6Þ: To find canonical varieties, we
choose
P
ai ¼ k1:
If X  Pða0; a1; :::; a6Þ is a variety in this format,
then its Hilbert series is PXðtÞ ¼ Pnum=P; where P :¼Qð1 taiÞ and
Pnum :¼ 1td1    td5 þ tkd5 þ    þ tkd1tk
with k ¼ 2Pwi:
It is easy to see that for canonical threefolds there
will be no equations of degree two, and so the first
two coefficients of the power series expansion PX ¼
1þ P1t þ P2t2 þ    are P1 ¼ c1 and P2 ¼ c2 þ
1
2 c1ðc1 þ 1Þ; where cs is the number of ai equal to s.
4.2.2. Step v: Complete intersections in cones
In practice, it is often convenient to treat candidate
varieties as complete intersections inside projective
cones, even though the regular pullbacks we use can
be more general. If possible we apply Bertini’s the-
orem. However, when there are many different
weights bigger than one, the base loci appearing in
successive ample systems tend to be large.
Example 4.1. Number 4 in Table 3: X  Pð15; 22Þ: Let
V1  Pð15; 210Þ be the projective cone over ~V with
Table 3. Continued.
Variety Basket B K3X v KXc2 w Syz weights
X12;13;14;15;16
 Pð3; 42; 52; 6; 7Þ
2 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 2 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ; 2 15 ð1; 4; 4Þ; 15 ð2; 3; 4Þ 130 1 10730 12 ð3; 5; 7; 9; 11Þ 4 5 6 7
6 7 8
8 9
10
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Table 4. Codimension five.
Variety Basket B K3X v KXc2 u and w Variable weights x; xi; xij
X2;38 ;4
 Pð17; 22Þ
2 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ 21 –6 147 1ð0; 0; 0; 0; 1Þ
1
2; 2; 2; 2; 1
1 1 1 2
1 1 2
1 2
2
X35 ;45
 Pð15; 24Þ
5 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ 232 –4 2072 11
2
ð1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ
1
3; 2; 2; 2; 2
1 1 1 1
2 2 2
2 2
2
X35 ;45
 Pð16; 22; 3Þ
1
3 ð1; 2; 2Þ 463 –5 3683 11
2
ð1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ
1
3; 2; 2; 2; 2
1 1 1 1
2 2 2
2 2
2
X32 ;46 ;52
 Pð14; 24; 3Þ
4 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 223 –3 2423 1ð0; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ
1
3; 3; 3; 2; 2
1 1 2 2
1 2 2
2 2
3
X410
 Pð13; 26Þ
12 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ 6 –2 66 2ð0; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ
2
2; 2; 2; 2; 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2
2
X43 ;54 ;63
 Pð13; 23; 32; 4Þ
3 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ 154 –2 2254 1ð0; 0; 1; 1; 1Þ
1
4; 4; 3; 3; 3
1 2 2 2
2 2 2
3 3
3
X43 ;54 ;63
 Pð12; 24; 33Þ
7 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 3 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 52 –1 852 1ð0; 0; 1; 1; 1Þ
1
4; 4; 3; 3; 3
1 2 2 2
2 2 2
3 3
3
X4;52 ;64 ;72 ;8
 Pð12; 23; 32; 4; 5Þ
6 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 15 ð2; 3; 4Þ 95 –1 1895 1ð0; 0; 1; 1; 2Þ
1
5; 5; 4; 4; 3
1 2 2 3
2 2 3
3 4
4
X4;52 ;64 ;72 ;8
 Pð12; 22; 33; 42Þ
2 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 2 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ 32 –1 692 1ð0; 0; 1; 1; 2Þ
1
5; 5; 4; 4; 3
1 2 2 3
2 2 3
3 4
4
X4;52 ;64 ;72 ;8
 Pð1; 23; 34; 4Þ
6 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 6 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ 1 0 25 1ð0; 0; 1; 1; 2Þ
1
5; 5; 4; 4; 3
1 2 2 3
2 2 3
3 4
4
X52 ;66 ;72
 Pð1; 23; 34; 4Þ
7 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 4 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ 1312 0 29912 2ð0; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ
2
4; 4; 4; 3; 3
2 2 3 3
2 3 3
3 3
4
X63 ;74 ;83
 Pð1; 22; 33; 42; 5Þ
5 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 3 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 15 ð1; 4; 4Þ 710 0 20310 2ð0; 0; 1; 1; 1Þ
2
5; 5; 4; 4; 4
2 3 3 3
3 3 3
4 4
4
X6;72 ;84 ;92 ;10
 Pð22; 33; 42; 52Þ
8 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 5 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 2 15 ð2; 3; 4Þ 415 1 16415 2ð0; 0; 1; 1; 2Þ
2
6; 6; 5; 5; 4
2 3 3 4
3 3 4
4 5
5
X6;72 ;84 ;92 ;10
 Pð1; 2; 32; 43; 52Þ
4 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 2 15 ð1; 4; 4Þ 25 0 785 2ð0; 0; 1; 1; 2Þ
2
6; 6; 5; 5; 4
2 3 3 4
3 3 4
4 5
5
X6;7;82 ;92 ;102 ;11;12
 Pð1; 2; 32; 42; 5; 6; 7Þ
3 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ; 17 ð3; 4; 6Þ 928 0 42328 1ð0; 1; 1; 2; 3Þ
1
8; 7; 7; 6; 5
2 2 3 4
3 4 5
4 5
6
X83 ;94 ;103
 Pð2; 32; 43; 53Þ
4 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 3 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ; 3 15 ð2; 3; 4Þ 320 1 15320 3ð0; 0; 1; 1; 1Þ
3
6; 6; 5; 5; 5
3 4 4 4
4 4 4
5 5
5
(Continued)
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vertex P4; which is also the locus of non-quasismooth
points. Then X  V1 is the complete intersection of
eight quadrics. The system of quadrics has empty base
locus, and between them they miss the vertex, so X is
quasismooth by Bertini’s theorem.
Numbers 1 and 2 in Table 3 work in the same way:
the complete intersection in the end has empty base
locus because there are no coprime weights to
be eliminated.
Example 4.2. Number 6 in Table 3: X  Pð14; 22; 3Þ:
Let V1  Pð14; 23; 34; 4Þ be the projective cone over ~V
with vertex P1: Consider V2  V1; a general complete
intersection of three cubics. Between them, these cubics
miss V1 \ Pð34Þ; since that is codimension one in
Pð34Þ; and they miss the vertex too. But each cubic
does have base locus V1 \ Pð23; 4Þ; which is codimen-
sion one in Pð23; 4Þ; and is in fact a surface together
with residual point. So at this stage, we know that V1 
Pð14; 23; 3; 4Þ is quasismooth away from that locus.
(Eliminating the variables does not cause confusion,
since the locus of concern is exactly where they all van-
ish, and so it does not move away from Pð23; 4Þ when
we eliminate—that is obvious in this case, since that is
the only stratum with any index two stabilizer, but we
need to know this in other situations later too.)
Now let V3  V2 be the locus of a general quartic.
The linear system of quartics has base locus V2 \
Pð34Þ; but that is empty. So V3  Pð14; 23; 3Þ is qua-
sismooth away from a curve C  Pð23Þ: Finally, X 
V3 is the locus of a general quadric. The system of
quadrics has empty base locus on V3, so the only
question remains about the point(s) where the quadric
vanishes on C. But it is easy to write equations for a
specific X that meets Pð23Þ in a single point that is
manifestly quasismooth, and so the general X is qua-
sismooth as claimed.
Numbers 3, 5, and 7–11 in Table 3 work in the
same way: each new hypersurface cuts the existing
base locus down, but there is new base locus to con-
sider too.
Example 4.3. Number 12 in Table 3: X 
Pð12; 22; 32; 4Þ: Let V1  Pð12; 22; 33; 44; 5Þ be the pro-
jective cone over ~V with vertex P1: The final variety
X will simply be a 3; 4; 4; 4; 5 complete intersection in
V1, but Bertini’s theorem is not so easy to apply since
most low-degree linear systems have rather large base
locus. Nevertheless, with care it can still be made
to work.
First consider V2  V1; a general complete inter-
section of three quartics. Between them, these quartics
miss V1 \ Pð44Þ; since that is codimension one there,
and they miss the vertex too. But each quartic does
have base locus V1 \ Pð33; 5Þ; which is a copy of
Pð32; 5Þ and a residual index three point. (So far simi-
lar to the previous example.)
Now let V3  V2 be the locus of a general quintic.
It meets the previous base locus in V2 \ Pð33Þ—a line
and a disjoint point—and it also has base locus of its
own, namely
V2 \ P 22; 4
  
[ V2 \ P 33; 4
  
:
We leave the first of these for now, but note that
the second is a collection of finitely many points,
none of which are at the index four point. At this
Table 4. Continued.
Variety Basket B K3X v KXc2 u and w Variable weights x; xi; xij
X8;92 ;104 ;112 ;12
 Pð2; 32; 42; 52; 6; 7Þ
4 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 4 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 2 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ; 17 ð2; 5; 6Þ 542 1 29542 3ð0; 0; 1; 1; 2Þ
3
7; 7; 6; 6; 5
3 4 4 5
4 4 5
5 6
6
X8;9;102 ;112 ;122 ;13;14
 Pð2; 32; 4; 52; 6; 7; 8Þ
3 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 5 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 15 ð2; 3; 4Þ; 18 ð3; 5; 7Þ 11120 1 781120 2ð0; 1; 1; 2; 3Þ
2
9; 8; 8; 7; 6
3 3 4 5
4 5 6
5 6
7
X10;112 ;124 ;132 ;14
 Pð3; 42; 52; 62; 72Þ
3 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 2 15 ð1; 4; 4Þ; 2 17 ð3; 4; 6Þ 370 1 26770 4ð0; 0; 1; 1; 2Þ
4
8; 8; 7; 7; 6
4 5 5 6
5 5 6
6 7
7
X12;13;142 ;152 ;162 ;17;18
 Pð3; 4; 5; 6; 72; 8; 9; 10Þ
1
2 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 14 ð1; 3; 3Þ; 15 ð2; 3; 4Þ; 17 ð3; 4; 6Þ; 110 ð3; 7; 9Þ 3140 1 393140 4ð0; 1; 1; 2; 3Þ
4
11; 10; 10; 9; 8
5 5 6 7
6 7 8
7 8
9
X12;13;14;15;162 ;17;18;19;20
 Pð3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11Þ
2 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ; 3 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ; 15 ð1; 4; 4Þ; 111 ð4; 7; 10Þ 155 1 14955 3ð0; 1; 2; 3; 4Þ
3
13; 12; 11; 10; 9
4 5 6 7
6 7 8
8 9
10
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stage, we have V3  Pð12; 22; 33; 4Þ; with the three
groups of loci of concern.
Finally, X  V3 is the locus of a general cubic. It
misses all isolated base points, other than those lying
in Pð22; 4Þ; and cuts the index three line in a single
point; calculation on an example shows this point to
be 13 ð1; 2; 2Þ in general.
It remains to consider the locus V3 \ Pð22; 4Þ; since
this is in the base locus of the linear system of cubics.
Calculation on an example shows that this is finitely
many 12 ð1; 1; 1Þ points, and a standard weighted
Hilbert–Burch calculation confirms that there are four
such points (necessarily, from the original orbifold
Riemann–Roch calculation, if you prefer).
One could continue, but the calculations become
rather fiddly, with many distinct base loci to keep
track of. We settle, at this stage, for computing suf-
ficiently general examples over the rational numbers
and using computer algebra to check that their
Jacobian ideals define the empty set. For example,
number 18 in Table 3, X  Pð3; 42; 52; 6; 7Þ; can be
realized by the Pfaffians of the skew 5 5 matrix
y t v w
v w xt þ y2 þ z2
xuþ yz x3
t2 þ u2
0
BB@
1
CCA:
4.2.3. Plurigenus invariants
We recall the plurigenus formula:
Theorem 4.4 ([Reid 80, Theorem 5.5], [Fletcher 87,
Theorem 2.5(4)]). Let X be a canonical threefold with
singularity basket B and v ¼ vðOXÞ. Then
h0 X;mKXð Þ ¼ 12mð Þvþm m1
ð Þ 2m1ð Þ
12
K3 þ
X
p2B
cm Pð Þ
where, for P ¼ 1r ð1; a;aÞ and ab 
 1ðmodðrÞÞ, we
have
cm Pð Þ ¼
Xm1
i¼1
ib ribð Þ
2r
:
Iano-Fletcher [Fletcher 87] gives four different expres-
sions for the terms in the plurigenus formula. In fact, this
formula holds exactly as stated for any projective three-
fold with canonical singularities. The plurigenus formula
goes together with the Barlow–Kawamata formula
[Kawamata 86] for KX  c2ðXÞ:
p	KX  c2 Yð Þ ¼
X
Q
r21
r
24v OXð Þ;
for any resolution p : Y ! X:
Corollary 4.5 (Basic numerology). Set Pm ¼
h0ðX;mKXÞ for m 2 Z. It follows from
Kawamata–Viehweg vanishing that
Pm ¼ v X;mKXð Þ; for m  2;
and from Theorem 2.1 that h1ðX;KXÞ ¼ h2ðX;OXÞ ¼
0 and h2ðX;KXÞ ¼ h1ðX;OXÞ ¼ 0, so that
P1 ¼ v X;KXð Þ þ 1; or equivalently that
v X;OXð Þ ¼ 1P1:
We use the plurigenus formula to calculate K3X and
KX  c2ðXÞ in Tables 3 and 4.
5. Other formats and varieties
5.1. Other formats
We can consider any affine Gorenstein variety that
admits some C	 actions to be a Gorenstein format,
following Reid [Reid 11, 1.5], so there are very many.
We describe those that appear in Table 1. The point
~V ¼ Vðx1 ¼    ¼ xn ¼ 0Þ  Cn is a key variety, and
regular pullbacks from formats based on this are com-
plete intersections. Qureshi and Szendr}oi [Qureshi
and Szendr}oi 11, Qureshi and Szendr}oi 12] use quasi-
homogeneous varieties for Lie groups as formats,
extending those of Corti and Reid [Corti and Reid
02]. Other formats that often arise in practice for vari-
eties in codimension four are included in [Brown
et al. 12, Section 9] and [Brown et al. 18]; the rolling
factors format is described by Stevens [Stevens 01],
and is used by Bauer et al. [Bauer et al. 06] to con-
struct surfaces of general type.
We can take products of formats to make new
ones. Given two formats
~V ¼ V f1; :::; fsð Þ  Cn
with key weights v ¼ ðv1; :::; vnÞ and Hilbert numer-
ator N(t), and
~U ¼ V g1; :::; grð Þ  Cm
with key weights w ¼ ðw1; :::;wmÞ and Hilbert numer-
ator M(t), we can make a format
~W ¼ V f1; :::; fs; g1; :::; grð Þ  Cnþm
with key weights ðv1; :::; vn;w1; :::wmÞ and Hilbert
numerator NðtÞ MðtÞ: (We omit the free resolution
information here, since we do not need it for the cal-
culations in Table 1.)
For example, the product of Grð2; 5Þ and a codi-
mension one complete intersection describes (non-
quasilinear) hypersurfaces inside weighted
Grassmannian pullbacks, which have six equations
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and 10 first syzygies; in Table 1 we denote this format
by Grð2; 5Þ \H: Non-special canonical curves of
genus six are in this format.
5.1.1. Orthogonal Grassmannian in codimen-
sion five
We recall the weighted orthogonal Grassmannians of
Corti and Reid [Corti and Reid 02], and we list
canonical threefold in this format in Table 4.
Let w ¼ ðw1; :::;w5Þ as above (wi all congruent
modulo Z and have denominator one or two) and
positive u 2 Z: These parameters will determine cer-
tain weights. There are 16 indeterminates: x, x1; :::; x5;
and xij for 1  i<j  5: The 10 equations are
xxi ¼ Pf i Mð Þ and M x1; :::; x5ð Þt ¼ 0; :::; 0ð Þt;
where M is the antisymmetric 5 5 matrix with
upper-triangular entries xij, and the signed maximal
Pfaffians Pf1ðMÞ; :::;Pf5ðMÞ of M are
Pf i Mð Þ ¼ 1ð Þi xjkxlmxjlxkm þ xjmxklð Þ;
where fi; j; k; l;mg ¼ f1; :::; 5g and j<k<l<m:
These equations are homogeneous with respect to
the weights
wtx ¼ u; wtxi ¼ uþ jwjwi; wtxij ¼ wi þ wj þ u;
so the 10 equations, respectively, have weights
2uþ jwjwi and 2uþ jwj þ wi; for i ¼ 1; :::; 5:
We may assume that u ¼ wtx is smallest weight in
the format and that w is ordered; these are normaliz-
ing conditions to prevent duplication of the same for-
mat (up to automorphism) for different choices of u
and w. We enforce that wi þ wj>0 for all i, j; in par-
ticular, only w1 may be negative.
The 10 equations define ~V ¼ COGrð5; 10Þ; the
affine cone over the orthogonal Grassmannian; the
weights determine a C	 action on ~V : We do not need
to know more of the free resolution of the coordinate
ring—in the given order, the Jacobian matrix is the
matrix of first syzygies—except to note the canonical
degree k which is
k~V ¼ 4jwj þ 8u:
The first example in Table 4 appears as [Corti and
Reid 02, Example 5.1]. Arguing with Bertini’s theorem
shows that the first five entries of the table really do
exist as claimed. The argument becomes more
involved, and we have not verified the remaining
cases—although they do intersect the orbifold loci
correctly—so they should be treated only as plaus-
ible candidates.
5.1.2. Comparison with known lists: the famous 95
and all that
We recalculated the known classifications of Fano
threefolds that arise in the formats we compute. The
classical Fano threefold of Table 1 can be found in
[Iskovskikh and Prokhorov 99]. The famous 95 hyper-
surfaces of [Reid 80], the 85 codimension two com-
plete intersections of Iano-Fletcher [Iano-Fletcher 00],
and Altınok’s 69 codimension three Grð2; 5Þ cases all
appeared early in their respective searches. (If run for
K3 surfaces, the trigonal K3 surface of Example 3.6
also appears.) We find the classical X2;2;2  P6 in
codimension 3, and [Chen et al. 11] prove that there
are no more Fano complete intersections. Although
we do not list them in the table, we also checked
Suzuki’s index two Fano threefold: 26 in codimension
two and two in codimension three in [Brown and K.
Suzuki 07] (Tables 2 and 3).
In higher codimensions, there will be many differ-
ent formats, and any single format is likely to realize
only a few of the possible varieties. In codimension 4,
[Brown and Kasprzyk] lists 145 Hilbert series of Fano
threefolds, whereas the 6 10 codimension 4 format
of Section 5.1 realizes only a single family. The
remaining 144 do exist, usually as two or more fami-
lies: see [Brown et al. 12, Papadakis 08]. In codimen-
sion 5, again the format we demonstrate realizes a
single family, while [Brown and Kasprzyk] lists 164
possible Hilbert series.
Canonical threefolds that arise as complete inter-
sections appear in [Iano-Fletcher 00], and those lists
are proved complete in [Chen et al. 11]; in particular,
there are no examples in codimension 6 or higher.
The codimension two and three complete intersec-
tions we find include some interesting near misses.
Seven of the raw results are elliptic fibrations over
rational surfaces, so not of general type, and we
removed these by hand (see the columns #raw and
#results in Table 1). Each one has a hyperquotient
singularity of type 14 ð1; 1; 2; 3; 2Þ that is not terminal—
but it takes more than numerical data to see that.
5.1.3. Hypersurfaces
Complete intersections in codimension one illustrate
the limitations of this approach. Although we find the
famous 95 easily, there are, also famously [Kreuzer
and Skarke 00], 7555 quasismooth Calabi–Yau hyper-
surfaces, of which 317 have isolated quotient singular-
ities. In theory, the algorithm will eventually find all
of these 317 cases, but in practice our code finds only
the first 194 of them before becoming unreasonably
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slow; we include this case in Table 1 for completeness,
but did not calculate it using this method.
There are other specialized algorithms that handle
hypersurfaces more effectively. To find all 7555 inde-
pendently of [Kreuzer and Skarke 00], one can use
the well-known “quasismooth hypersurface” algorithm
of [Johnson and Kollar 01, Reid 80] that we imple-
ment in [Brown and Kasprzyk 16]. That algorithm
does not require the singularities to be isolated, but
analyses all singular loci.
5.2. Other classes of variety
5.2.1. Calabi–Yau threefolds
A Calabi–Yau threefold is a threefold with KX ¼ 0
and h1ðX;OXÞ ¼ h2ðX;OXÞ ¼ 0 and canonical singu-
larities. The Calabi–Yau map of Candelas, Lynker, and
Schimmrigk [Candelas et al. 90] which lists weighted
hypersurfaces has been enormously influential, and,
together with its famous extension to toric hypersurfa-
ces by Kreuzer and Skarke [Kreuzer and Skarke 00], it
continues to motivate the subject. Qureshi and
Szendr}oi [Qureshi 15–Qureshi and Szendr}oi 12]
develop several formats in this context other than the
few we describe in Section 3.1, and they find other
new projective models of Calabi–Yau threefolds.
We restrict to orbifolds having only isolated orbi-
fold points of the form 1r ða; b; cÞ with aþ bþ c 

0ðmodðrÞÞ; these are the isolated three-dimensional
cyclic quotient singularities that admit crepant resolu-
tions, so each of our examples has a resolution by a
Calabi–Yau manifold. Although we apply the same
method, in contrast to canonical threefolds, the
Riemann–Roch contributions of singularities need not
be linearly independent; for example, the pair
1
3 ð1; 1; 1Þ and 13 ð2; 2; 2Þ make opposite contributions.
This rarely causes confusion in the low-codimensional
models we describe, but it does mean our purely
numerical arguments can at the first sight have infin-
itely many possible baskets of singularities to report.
Another contrast with canonical threefolds is that
lists of Calabi–Yau threefolds tend to be large. We
certainly do not find all possible Calabi–Yau three-
folds in the formats we consider. The rows k¼ 0 in
Table 1 have klastkmax small, so that examples were
still appearing as the calculations became unreason-
ably slow; no doubt there will be more cases for
higher values of k in most formats. Nevertheless, there
has been a great deal of work to describe Calabi–Yau
threefolds, and our examples extend some known lists
already in the literature, such as the nonsingular
examples of Tonoli [Tonoli 04] and [Bertin 09].
Some candidates cannot be realized by an orbifold;
these are removed from the raw lists by hand, just as
(1–1) above. In most cases, their failure to be quasis-
mooth occurs on the orbifold loci, so is easy to see.
However, there are a few that are quasismooth at the
orbifold locus but singular at some other point. For
example, X  Pð1; 1; 2; 5; 8; 13; 19Þ defined with
syzygy degrees
1 2 6 8
8 12 14
13 15
19
0
BB@
1
CCA
must contain the coordinate plane D ¼ Pð5; 13; 19Þ:
the first two rows and columns of this matrix neces-
sarily lie in the ideal ID for reasons of degree. Any
general such threefold X is still a Calabi–Yau three-
fold, but is not Q-factorial, and has single node lying
on D. In the terminology of [Brown et al. 12], D  X
is in Jerry12 format, and following the methods there
it can be unprojected to give a quasismooth
Calabi–Yau threefold Y  Pð1; 1; 2; 5; 8; 13; 19; 37Þ;
embedded in codimension 4, with a single
1
37 ð5; 13; 19Þ orbifold point: the birational map X ! Y
is the small D-ample resolution of the node followed
by the contraction of D to the orbifold point. Unlike
cases in [Brown and Georgiadis 17, Brown et al. 12],
X cannot be deformed to quasismooth in its Pfaffian
format: D  X always appears as Jerry12, and Y is
only realized as one deformation family. (As men-
tioned in [Brown et al. 12], Jerry tends to have higher
degree than Tom, so having Jerry with just one node
makes it hard for Tom.)
5.2.2. Higher index threefold of general type: the
case v¼ 1
The same methods apply to varieties polarized by a
Weil divisor A which satisfies KX ¼ kA for some
k> 1. Regular canonical threefold with v>0; or
equivalently h0ðX;KXÞ ¼ 0; are fairly rare, but we can
search for them directly by using weights W that do
not include 1 (or 2; 3; :::).
For example, setting k¼ 2, so that KX ¼ 2A; we
find
X18;35  P 5; 6; 7; 9; 11; 13ð Þ
with
P1 ¼ P2 ¼ 0; P3 ¼ 1
B ¼ 1
3
1; 1; 2ð Þ; 1
11
5; 6; 9ð Þ; 1
13
6; 7; 11ð Þ
 
K3X ¼ 8=429:
8>><
>>:
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An example with KX ¼ 3A is given by
X60  P 4; 5; 7; 11; 30ð Þ
with
P1 ¼ P2 ¼ 0 and S 2 j3KXj is not irreducible
B ¼ 1
2
1; 1; 1ð Þ; 2 1
5
1; 2; 4ð Þ; 1
7
2; 4; 5ð Þ; 1
11
4; 7; 8ð Þ
 
K3X ¼ 27=770;
8>><
>>:
and similarly with KX ¼ 4A by X42  Pð5; 6; 7; 9; 11Þ;
which manages P2 ¼ 0 despite having three variables
in degree < 8.
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